
It was important to us to develop the depth of The Business Exchange’s solutions to it’s clients -
With the zeitgeist of shared co-working spaces, it was important for us to differentiate TBE’s offering.

We focussed primarily on practical solutions for the clients using the spaces - Simple things like plugs 
at useful heights, using customised uninterrupted work surfaces (unlike standard single size desks). 
There is a graduation of office spaces, that can accommodate the growth of businesses within he 
TBE environment - one can seamlessly grow from a 2 man office, right up to 8 user space.

It was important that the shared open plan work spaces have both the more sociable public spaces, 
as well as more intimate corners, for quietly settling in. A common issue with open work spaces, is 
privacy - we allowed for specifically positioned, multiple phone booths to assist with this.

From their previous fit outs, we noticed an incredible body of art, curated by Kim Lieberman, an 
established artist in her own right. We wanted to incorporate this into the usage of the space - 
For example, one of the Board Rooms offer TBE’s clients the most incredible opportunity to have 
meetings with a Kentridge Tapestry on the wall, the other a remarkable red cable installation by Kim.
The nature of co-working spaces, does require many offices and corridors, but we have addressed 
these more as “avenues” - where the art and sculpture interrupt the banal.

From the outset of the project, we were very excited about the public use area. We incorporated an 
innovative new laminated glass mesh called Lucient in the main bar design - offset with hand turned 
oak “screws”. Most importantly, this space gives TBE’s clients a broad spectrum of use - from casual 
tables to grab lunch, to “whiskey rooms” where clients can celebrate or sign deals.

We hope you enjoyed visiting the The Business Exchange, as much as we have enjoyed working on 
it’s design language,
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